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The interaction of individual baryons or antibaryons in
nuclei provides a unique opportunity to elucidate strong in-
medium effects in baryonic systems. While for neutrons
and protons as well as some strange baryons experimen-
tal information on their binding in nuclei exists, informa-
tion on antibaryons in nuclei are rather scarce. Only for
the antiproton the nuclear potential could be constrained
by experimental studies. The (Schrödinger equivalent) an-
tiproton potential at normal nuclear density turns out to be
in the range ofUp ≃ −150MeV, i.e. a factor of approx-
imately 4 weaker than expected from naive G-parity rela-
tions [1]. Gaitanoset al. [2] suggested that this discrepancy
can be traced back to the missing energy dependence of the
proton-nucleus optical potential in conventional relativistic
mean-field models. The required energy and momentum
dependence could be recovered by extending the relativis-
tic hadrodynamics Lagrangian by non-linear derivative in-
teractions [3, 2, 4] thus also mimicking many-body forces
[5]. Considering the important role played e.g. by strange
baryons and antibaryons for a quantitative interpretationof
high-energy heavy-ion collisions and dense hadronic sys-
tems it is clearly mandatory to test these concepts also in
the strangeness sector. Of course, the question if and to
what extend G-parity is violated by antihyperons in nuclei
is also a challenging problem by itself.

Antihyperons annihilate quickly in nuclei and no exper-
imental information on the nuclear potential of antihyper-
ons exists so far. As suggested recently [6], quantitative
information on the antihyperon potentials may be obtained
via exclusive antihyperon-hyperon pair production close to
threshold in antiproton-nucleus interactions by means of
the transverse momentum asymmetryαT which is defined
in terms of the transverse momenta of the coincident parti-
cles

αT =
pT (Λ)− pT (Λ)
pT (Λ) + pT (Λ)

. (1)

to the depth of the antihyperon potential. However, these
schematic simulations ignored rescattering processes and
refractive effects at the potential boundary. These effects
may erode the two-body character of theΛΛ production
and may thus diminish or even destroy the sensitivity of
αT to the assumed antihyperon potential. In order to go
beyond the schematic calculations presented in Refs. [6]
and to include simultaneously rescattering, refraction and
absorption effects, we performed first realistic calculations
of this new observable with a microscopic transport model.
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Figure 1: Coplanarity of coincidentΛΛ-pairs produced ex-
clusively in 0.85 GeVp+20Ne interactions. The different
histograms show the GiBUU predictions for different scal-
ing factorξΛ of theΛ-potentials.

We have studied the exclusive reactionp+20Ne→ ΛΛ at
beam energies of 0.85 GeV and 1 GeVwithin the Giessen
Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck transport modell (GiBUU,
Release 1.5) [7]. These energies correspond to antipro-
ton momenta of 1.522GeV/c and 1.696GeV/c, respec-
tively. At 0.85 GeV the excess energy with respect to the
elementary reactionp +p→ΛΛ amounts to only 30.6 MeV.
Therefore, theΣΛ andΣΛ channels are not accessible and
also the production of a pion in addition to aΛΛ-pair can
be neglected. In order to explore the sensitivity of the
transverse momentum asymmetry on the depth of theΛ-
potential we have performed a series of calculations where
only the antihyperon potentials were modified by a sin-
gle scaling factor, leaving all other input parameters of the
model unchanged. The calculations were performed at the
High Power Computing Cluster HIMSTER located at the
Helmholtz-Institute Mainz. Each GiBUU-Job comprised
1000 parallel events.

The delicate interplay between the Fermi motion of the
struck nucleon, the absorption, rescattering and refraction
at the nuclear surface of the produced hyperons and anti-
hyperons is illustrated by the coplanarity of theΛΛ-pairs.
Fig. 1 shows the difference between the azimuthal angle of
the freeΛ andΛ. Already for zeroΛ-potential, the copla-
narity is strongly blurred. With increasing potential depth
for theΛ, the coplanarity is even less pronounced. The sig-
nificant deviation from 180o demonstrates the influence of
secondary scattering prior to the emission of theΛ or Λ or
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Figure 2: Average transverse momentum asymmetry as a
function of the longitudinal momentum asymmetry forΛΛ-
pairs produced exclusively in 0.85 GeV (top) and 1 GeV
(bottom)p20Ne interactions. The different symbols show
the GiBUU predictions for different scaling factorξΛ of the
Λ-potentials.

a deflection at the potential boundary.
In Fig. 2 we show the GiBUU prediction for the trans-

verse asymmetryαT (Eq. 1) for different scaling factors
ξΛ of theΛ-potential. As in Ref. [6] we plot the average
αT as a function of the longitudinal momentum asymmetry
αL which is defined for each event as

αL =
pL(Λ)− pL(Λ)
pL(Λ) + pL(Λ)

. (2)

For 0.85 GeV (top) as well as 1 GeV (bottom) antiproton
energy a remarkable sensitivity ofαT on theΛ-potential
is found at negative values ofαL. Despite the concern
mentioned before, secondary effects do not wipe out the
dependence ofαT on the antihyperon potential. Both, the
significant larger sensitivity as compared to the schematic
calculation in Ref. [6] as well as the shift of the average
αT towards more negative values are linked to the substan-
tial transverse momentum broadening for theΛ-hyperons
by secondary scattering. For positive values ofαL where
the antihyperon is emitted backward with respect to theΛ-
particle, the statistics in the present simulation is too low

to draw quantitative conclusions. But even in this region
of αL a systematic variation ofαT with the antihyperon
potential might show up with improved statistics.

The international Facility for Antiproton and Ion Re-
search (FAIR) will provide high intensity antiproton beams
with momenta between 1.5GeV/c and 15GeV/c. A
unique feature of antiproton interactions in the energy
range of PANDA is the large production cross section of
hyperon-antihyperon pairs [8]. At its full luminosity the
production rate ofYY-pairs range from a few 100 per sec-
ond for theΞΞ-channel, up to a few thousand per second
for theΛΛ-channel in the elementarypp-reaction. Due to
the strong absorption of antibaryons in nuclei this produc-
tion rate will be lowered depending on the size of the target
nucleus in antiproton-nucleus collisions. According to the
GiBUU calculations presented above, for a typical medium
size target nucleus like20Ne still several hundreds freeΛΛ-
pairs can be produced per second. For a nuclear target in
this mass range and at maximum interaction rate, approxi-
mately 10 reconstructedΛΛ-pairs per second are expected
[9]. Therefore, already a measurement period of about one
hour will provide a statistics exceeding that of the GiBUU
simulations shown above. This will be sufficient to reach a
precision of about 10% for the scaling factorξΛ of the an-
tilambda potential. These numbers illustrate that even on
rather pessimistic assumption about the luminosity and/or
the availability of the antiproton beam during the commis-
sioning phase of the PANDA experiment, one can reach
unique and relevant information on the behavior of strange
antibaryons in nuclei shortly after the delivery of the first
antiproton beam at FAIR.
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